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Concept: 1-piece E-drum trigger processor and high-quality PC-based sample player
Components

• MegaDrum 56-input trigger processor
• Intel DG45FC mother board

• DualCore Pentium IV @ 2.5 GHz
• 4 GB RAM (max 8 GB)
• 1000BaseT, USB, e/SATA...
• VGA/HDMI graphics

• Asus Xonar sound card (7.1-ch + optical)
• 500 GB WesternDigital (reliable) SATA disk
• 1024 * 800 pixel 8” LCD touchscreen
• 160W power supply

HeavenEverywhere DrumHead Block Diagram
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DrumHead Build-It-Yourself Instructions

Introduction
This document describes the steps necessary to build a HeavenEverywhere DrumHead, a 1-piece E-drum 

trigger processor and high-quality PC-based sample player. As described above, the DrumHead system uses off-
the-shelf components and DIY kits; anyone who can solder and follow instructions can make this. There’s no 
complicated electronics involved, just simple hardware metal-work and making several cable harnesses.

This document is accompanied by a ZIP file on my web site (http://HeavenEverywhere.com/DrumHead) that 
has full-resolution versions of all the photographs, actual-size templates for the holes that need to be drilled, front/
rear template files and wiring lists.

The DrumHead project has gone through several stages, and is still underway. Phase 1 used a MegaDrum as an 
outboard pre-processor (like the standard mode of operation for a MegaDrum). The current phase 2b system 
integrates the MegaDrum processor into the case of the main sample player computer and uses DB-25 cables for 
the trigger inputs. In some of the figures (like the previous page), the LCD touchscreen is shown mounted on the 
front of the case, but I now use a separate LCD mounted on the drum rack and have the computer case on the 
floor. My plan for phase 3 (currently on hold because I got a new job last year and got real busy) is to make a 
custom high-speed serial link between the trigger processor and the main CPU, so the system could have lower 
latency (and latency jitter) than usingMIDI over USB.

I owe many thanks to Dimitri Skachkov, Synthex, and Raul for the MegaDrum design, execution, and software 
tools.

Components (see the block diagram and photos above)
The basic components of the DrumHead system are:
  MegaDrum 56i (kit available on-line from Synthex)
  Mini-ITX-format PC motherboard, processor and RAM
  Large hard disk (for application and sample storage)
  Shark 8” LCD touchscreen
  Power supply (for PC and MegaDrum)
  Case(s) for the CPU and controller
  MegaDrum out-board controller/programmer
  Multi-channel sound card (optional)
  Drum sampler software
  Drum triggers

Parts List
MegaDrum 56-input trigger processor - bought from Synthex (http://www.megadrum.info/content/buy-

synthexs-megadrum-kits)
Intel DG45FC mother board - this model has since been discontinued, but you can still get it. Any Mini-ITX 

format motherboard will do, like the current Intel DQ45EK model. I’d say you want one that can take a dual-core 
processor (775-series CPU socket), holds 4 - 8 GB of RAM, has USB and SATA connections (optionally 
FireWire) and has a PCI express slot. I bought mine from NewEgg here in California; http://www.newegg.com/
Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16813121358

DualCore Pentium IV @ 2.5 GHz - get whatever processor you like.
4 GB RAM (max 8 GB) - pick the RAM carefully to match the motherboard bus speed and timing
Asus Xonar sound card (7.1-ch + optical) - I use either the motherboard’s built-in audio (OK-quality) or the 

much better ASUS audio card.



500 GB WesternDigital (reliable) SATA disk - this came out of a lap-top that I upgraded.
Shark 1024 * 800 pixel 8” LCD touchscreen - there are many options for the touchscreen.
160W power supply - I used a pico power supply with a large external “wall wart” but minimal in-case space 

usage.

Instructions
The following is the very brief assembly instructions.

Buy Parts
The basic spreadsheet of the components is attached below as Appendix 1.

Order Panels
I had the rear panel custom made by FrontPanelExpress (http://www.frontpanelexpress.com). Here’s the 

template.

The bottom of the 3 DB-25 plugs for the trigger inputs; in the middle is the cut-out for the CPU backplane, etc. 
Here’s a shot of it in the finished state.



Build the MegaDrum 56i
I assume you can buy and solder a MegaDrum 56i. Here’s what mine looks like in place in the case, with all the 

wiring in-place. Appendix 3 shows the Schematic with the off-board connections highlighted.

Case Preparation
I chose a Bud “Showcase BB-1801” case that’s 6.4 * 8.3 * 11-inches; it’s not the cheapest, but was just the right 

size. I originally mounted the LCD on the front of the case in a 1-piece design, but now I use a stand-alone 8” 
LCD touchscreen, and have the DrumHead case on the floor, so there are more case options.

The case preparation involves drilling a number of holes on the base to mount the MegaDrum circuit board, the 
stand-offs for the CPU, and the hard disk. Here’s a photo of the case bottom showing the placement of the circuit 
board on the right and the hard disk on the left. The 4 holes around the circuit board are for the CPU stand-offs. 
The ZIP file has a scan of the template for these holes.

USB to motherboard

MegaDrum 56i

CPU power/reset

Controller keyboard

MIDI In/Out
MIDI activity LED

Controller LCD cable

Fan power



If you’re using the same case, you also need to saw off the side strips of the case top so the fan and circuit 
boards all fit.

The DB-25 sockets require that you trim the case bottom’s rear screw tabs a bit, as shown in the following 
before/after photos.



MegaDrum Jumpers
Appendix 2 lists the custom cables you will need to cut to connect things together. The main part is the input 

cabling to connect the 3 DB-25 sockets to the input plugs of the MegaDrum. Here are some photos showing the 
details of the input wiring. To get started, make the ribbon-cables that came with the MegaDrum for the inputs, 
and cut them approximately to length to reach to the input plugs as shown in this photo. Look at Appendix 4 and 5 
for the wiring details.

Next, you’ll need a set of ground bus cables that I made out of left-over ribbon cable as shown on the next 
photo.

Now split out the inputs so that each pair of wires corresponds to a trigger.



Now “all you have to do” is solder the inputs top the right pins on the DB-23 sockets. the finished result looks 
like the following photo.

CPU Jumpers
The MegaDrum is also connected to the CPU USB port, requiring a special cable to go between the 2 different 

kinds of USB plugs.
The rear panel also has several plugs that connect to the MegaDrum (MIDI In/Out and activity LED), and the 

power and reset switches, the fan and 12 volt DC input that connect to the motherboard. Here’s a shot of those 
cables.



The power supply I use is a PicoPSU model that snaps right onto the 24-pin connector on the motherboard. It 
looks like the following photo.

Here it is in-place on the motherboard, with the RAM mounted behind it, and the little jumper going to the 
audio card on the left.



And here’s the cable-mounted DC power supply.

Here’s another overview of the rear panel wiring in place.

Controller Jumpers
The only other complicated wiring is for the out-board MegaDrum set-up controller. Now that I’m using a 

separated LCD, I might put the controller LCD and switches on the front of the main case, but here’s the details of 
the wiring for an out-board controller box. The LCD and keyboard switch wires from the MegaDrum go through a 
DB-15 socket on the rear panel.



Final Assembly
With all the components mounted together, it ought to look something like the following photo. The 

motherboard at the bottom has the power supply mounted on it. The biggest ribbon cable in the upper part of the 
figure is the MegaDrum controller LCD wiring running to the DB-15 socket for the outboard controller. the photo 
shows the LCD touchscreen mounted on the front of the case, which is a wiring and mounting nightmare; I don’t 
recommend it. I now use an off-the-shelf LCD with its included stand.



I mounted the MegaDrum and hard drive on rubber spacers for shock mounting, as in the following photos.

The motherboard is then mounted on 1-inch threaded stand-offs as shown next.



Note that the 4 holes are not symmetrical; they’re not on the corners of the Mini_ITX-format motherboard. 
Here’s a shot of the backplane with the stand-offs.

To plug this all together, you mount the motherboard and make the connections from the MegaDrum to it, and 
plug in the hard disk to the power supply and SATA connection. the completed system will look like the next 
photo (except for the LCD being mounted on the case). The motherboard completely obscures the MegaDrum 
card.



Controller Box Assembly
If you want to make a stand-alone programmer, just get a box that’s big enough for the LCD and 4 switches, and 

put a DB-115 plug on the back, as shown in the following figures. the FrontPanelExpress template for the front 
and rear panels are in the ZIP file on the web.





Input Snakes
I made my own DB-25-to-TRS-female snakes that look like the following. You can buy unterminated DB-25 

cables from PlanetWaves. I plug my Roland triggers right into these.

MegaDrum Configuration
Finally, you can test the MegaDrum using the controller; it’s probably good to do this as early as possible, 

before it’s all mounted, but you will need the motherboard running to supply the USB power to the MegaDrum.

PC OS Install & Configuration
My eventual goal is to use a real-time Ubuntu Linux system with low-overhead input and a custom MIDI driver 

talking to WINE for the VST hosting, but for now I’m running MS-Windows 7 on the CPU. There are also Mini-
IT motherboards with chipsets that can boot MacOSX (i.e., “Hackintoshes”)

PC App Install
This configuration will obviously run any of the popular drum samplers such as BFD or Slate. Install the 

software using an external USB CD-ROM drive. 



Mounting the System on a Drum Rack
This is a personal issue. As I mentioned, the initial system has the touchscreen LCD on the front of the main 

case and was mounted on my Roland rack right where the TD-20 had been (to the left of the HiHat), looking like 
this.

I built a special frame to hold the unit on the Roland stand.

   



As I mentioned, I now mount just the LCD on the rack, which looks like this.

Testing
It’s always best to test each stage of construction as you go along, especially the trigger input wiring, for which 

you only need the MegaDrum, a USB power source, and a controller user interface. Next you cam make and test 
the input snakes, then the out-board controller wiring, then the computer and disk, etc.

Discussion, Options, Conclusions
One could simplify this project in several ways, the most obvious one being using an off-the-shelf computer like 

a small MediaPC or MacMini. I still hope to get around to working on the MIDI/USB latency and jitter issues in 
the future, and this solution can me made very inexpensive, if you choose a cheap motherboard and case.

There are many options as to what motherboard to use, and whether you even need a small-format board at all.
The choice of DB-25 snakes for the trigger input made the back panel a great deal simpler, and makes moving 

the system much easier. I don’t travel with the kit, but I do sometimes need to use the computer on my desk (I’m a 
Mac person, but occasionally require a real [rather than emulated] PC.) If you saw my postings on the MegaDrum 
site about the earlier versions of this, the whole back panel was trigger inputs, and I have to make custom cables 
for all the PC connectivity, which is much harder than this way.

I’d love to help anyone who wants to do something like this, just as a way to give back to the MegaDrum 
community. If you have any questions, drop me a line...

stp



Appendix 1: Parts Details

DrumHead Components (retail prices, without shipping)DrumHead Components (retail prices, without shipping)

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Item Description Price Source

PC motherboard Intel DG45FC mini-ITX motherboard 120 Newegg.com

CPU chip Pentium E5200 “Wolfdale” dual-core 2.5 GHz 73 Newegg.com

CPU cooling fan Rosewill RCX-Z775-EX cooling tower 25 Newegg.com

RAM memory 4 GB G.Skil DDR2 SRAM 800 (240-pin) 43 Newegg.com

Hard disk Western Digital 2.5” 500 GB 7200 RPM SATA3 75 Dell.com

Power supply PicoPSU 160-XT DC/DC power supply 50 mini-box.com

Power adaptor 12V/12.5A AC/DC power adaptor 45 mini-box.com

Total computer 431

LCD Touchscreen 8-inch VGA touchscreen (Shark SHK840) 145 gooddeals18.com

MegaDrum 56i processor Kit from SynthEx 135 www.megadrum.info

Main enclosure Bud “Showcase BB-1801” 6.4 * 8.3 * 11-inch 175 mouser.com

Case fan 3” Enermax fan 15 Newegg.com

Controller enclosure Hammond 1402B 7 * 2.2 * 3.4-inch case 46 mouser.com

Main rear panel Front panel express on-line order 70 frontpanelexpress.com

Controller front/rear panels Front panel express on-line order 57 frontpanelexpress.com

DB-25 input snakes Planet Waves PW-CFB-01 DB-25 8-way snakes (3) 42 www.ramcables.com

TRSF input plugs 24 TRSF input plugs (24) 24 mouser.com

Misc. internal cables Estimate 10 Hardware store

Other jacks & hardware Estimate 30 Hardware store

Total hardware 1180

Operating System, Windows 7 OEM license 110 Newegg.com

Drum sampler software BFD OEM license 250 FXpansion.com

Total system 1430

Misc for development system

USB DVD drive for SW install Newegg.com

19” VGA Monitor

USB keyboard & mouse

Test equipment

Tools

Stephen T. Pope - stp@HeavenEverywhere.com - Jan, 2011Stephen T. Pope - stp@HeavenEverywhere.com - Jan, 2011



Appendix 2: DrumHead Cable List

C1 - 40-wire ribbon (IN1)
 56i board 32-in to rear-panel DB25-a/b

C2 - 26-wire ribbon (IN2)
 56i board 24-in to rear-panel DB25-c

C3 - 10-wire ribbon (LCD)
 56i board LCD to rear-panel DB15

C3 - 5-wire (KBD)
 56i board keyboard to rear-panel DB15

C5 - 5-wire (MIDI)
 56i board MIDI I/O to rear-panel MIDI I/O

C6 - 2-wire (LED)
 56i board MIDI LED to side-panel MIDI LED

C7 - 4-wire USB (USB)
 56i board USB to host motherboard USB port

C8 - 4-wire Power Switch (PWR)
 Motherboard power/reset plugs to rear panel switches

C9 - 15-pin External Controller (CTRL) 
 Rear-panel DB-15 to remote controller box

C10 - 2-wire 12V power (12V)
 Power supply 12V output to rear panel 12V socket for LCD



Appendix 3: Annotated MegaDrum 56i Schematic



Appendix 4: Annotated DB-25 wiring



Appendix 5: MegaDrum Input Wiring


